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Abstract 
In the decade of Internet of Thing, Machine Learning and Big data we are ready to accumulate lot of sensors and intelligent 
devices for making our real world environment more accessible, open, transparent and its records are manageable for future 
purpose i.e. either just for fetching or analyze for future perspective. In contrast, an institutional campus is also ready for 
fully automation where all the major participants like students, academician, management and others, should be observed as 
an entity with their different attributes. Meanwhile those campuses are not functioning in isolation, it depends and Interco-
related to some other organizations and modules also, so that they have to synchronized and update their data accordingly. 
Here the whole scenario views from computer network perspective, where all the participating members observed like node 
and in whole it creates wireless mobile ad-hoc network i.e. MANET. First will understand the campus functioning in short 
then look at flow of data in this system, then observes the components and their responsibility to categorized and placing 
them in MANET based architecture. Finally we will select and design algorithm for the whole digital campus system. This is a 
concept of implementing intelligent technologies to transform any existing environment into smart, here not only institutional 
campus but many other also can be upgraded or transform into smart like villages, cities, sports or working flow like census, 
PDS, Disaster Management system etc.
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1. Introduction
 Education plays a major part of any individual life, minimum 
around two decades of total life they involve in different level 
of educational activities primary, secondary, skill, higher and 
many more. Any campus consists lot of members with different 
responsibilities, there are many disciplines and department, 
interdisciplinary mechanism is also there, switching from one to 
another campus is also there and above all campus or institute is 
affiliated to some university, board and council bodies [1]. This 
is a simple over view of complexity in any campus; there are 
more complexity as per size and working function of it, and its 
increases exponentially accordingly. Last decade revolutionized 
the educational campuses in a scattered way like teaching 
with ICT, store the student data on centralized server, digital 
marketing and students management system portal like that [2]. 

Even after all this we can’t say that those campuses are smart 
because for that we have to manage every participating entities, 
activities manually collecting data from different department  
with restrictions or different level of authenticity, forwarding 
consolidated report with approval and consents to higher levels. 
In contrast it’s not smart until all the activities and data transfer 
from one level to another is not transparent and self-updated 
[3,4]. 

At the same time network analyst and administrators also have to 
do a lot of work on data collection, transform, and transmission 
and analyze it as per end user need [5]. In computer network 
we have to identify different work and then categorized them 
in different layers according to their functionalities similar like 
OSI reference and TCP/IP model [6]. Meanwhile all the users 
are equal, roaming and changeable in term of data creation 
or accessing so this network will also consist Mobile Ad-hoc 
network functionalities and architecture [7]. Here we will 
identify all the functionalities of smart campus system to place 
them layered architecture of MANET, complete system will 
understand and design from computer network perspective. 

1.1 Pedagogy and Paradigm of Smart Campus
In 4th industrial revolution (Industry4.0) all area transforming 
smart by increasing automation and deployment of smart 
machines and smart system [8].  Here informed data helps 
for final production as well as for improvement and effective 
supply chain actives. This enhances the flexibility to improve 
the product as per end customer need and feedback, at last 
organization achieve excellence and improve efficiency. By 
collecting as much as possible more data from factory floor and 
co-relate them with organization’s other operational departments 
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data, we can achieve smart factory vision [9].

Educational organizations are also ready to implement industry 
4.0 for same goals as other industries or organizations looking 

for i.e. growth with excellence. As figure 1.1 all the activities of 
smart institute will look like an enterprise and all the activities 
will be automated and transparent. Initially a complete 

Figure 1.1 Scenario of Smart Campus in Industr 4.0

educational Campus has all level of educational activities (A) 
like primary (Ape), secondary (Ase), higher (Ahe), research (Ars) 
,skill or vocation (Ask), professional (Aps) etc. ,then all level 
of activities has different disciplines D1,D2,….Dm,n,o,p,q,r. After 
that there are three major candidates within the campus who 
operates the system these are Students (ST), Academicians 
(AC) and Management  or Governing body (MG), outside the  
system there are Universities, affiliation board and councils 
(OT) which attached and communicate to campus as Hub and 
Spoke architectural way [10]. In this way figure 1.2 shows all 
major components and how that are connected to others how 
they communicates will show in next section. Now how all the 

members create, transform and access the data will depends the 
quality and standard of campus. Here student is the major raw 
entity for system and how their Academic Credit Bank (Abc) 
has been created and managed will show complete flow chart 
of campus phenomena [11]. Same time Faculties utilities (Fut) 
is also there that how they map to campus in such a way that 
maximum utilization of them can be achieved. The management 
(Mgt) is the gateway between outer bodies and campus as well 
as management, implementation, regulations and co-ordination 
within campus. This way we can identify all the agents in campus 
and what are their functionalities over there.

Figure 1.2: Typical Pictorial and Symbolic Representation of Smart Campus
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1.2 Role of Wireless Manet in Smart Campus
Now we have to observe that how all above participants interact, 
communicate and transform the data during its day to day 
functioning. So here we will consider all the students as moving 
wireless nodes (Snode), All the faculties looks as zone gateway 
wireless nodes (Fnode) and management behaves like central 
dedicated node (Mnode) for complete campus. The outside nodes 
are not playing much role within the campus but they have 
important functioning to overall execution of campus ruining 
will act like foreigner nodes (FRnode).The campus (CAMP) will 
behave like intranet of complete education system architecture 
and as extranet when it observed from foreign entities [12]. 

Figure 1.3, Here we consider students as mobile nodes and 
all the major data has been collected from there [13]. So all 
the activities of students like daily academic work (ACst) 
, attendance ( ATst), participation in other activities (ECst), 
examinations (EXst), credit points (CRst) and report card (RPCst) 
will be managed and analyze on the basis of daily real time 
data from IoT  or  IIoT  technologies with the help of wireless 
MANET network architecture [14]. At the same time faculties 

nodes will act and perform like zone based root nodes (Fst zone) , 
which access all the information and data of student nodes as per 
there department, subjects, activities and disciplines according 
to need and these collection of attributes decides the zone or 
cluster of students. This node access and process the student’s 
data to create weekly, monthly and annually repot progressively 
(Fstrpt). And this report will finally help to generate student 
Academic Credit Bank (STabc) , which shared with governing 
bodies (MG) and outside organizations (OT). There are much 
more attributes of faculty nodes there like Faculty personal data 
(PRf), faculty credit points for academic activities (CRf) and 
faculty resource management system (HRf). At last governing 
body nodes (MGtrt) which performs all the managerial activities 
with in a fixed territorial as Geofencing mechanism [15]. This 
node consists different attributes for students (STa),faculty 
attributes (Fa) and campus attributes (CAMPa) in such a way that 
they can make decision, policies and upgradation activates on 
the basis of this as well as cerate campus’s concise and targeted 
report as per requiremetn of out-side bodies (CAMPrpt), and all 
this could be done with in a click to make it smart.

Figure 1.3: Representation of Smart Campus to View it as Different Nodes for Data Accessing and Processing in IoT Environment

1.2.1 Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET)
A wireless or mobile ad-hoc network is decentralized network 
where there is no central router or node that controls the route 
for data flow or forwarding data packets [16]. Figure 1.4, 
Here how the data will flow or forwarded next will be decided 
dynamically, with the help of dynamic routing algorithm [17].  

The main features of MANET are its self-prepared, updated and 
maintain as per users requirements. But same thing creates a lot 
of challenges to network administrators and these are dynamic 
topology, autonomous behavior of network, energy constraints 
operations, band width constraints and above all limited security 
features.
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Figure 1.4: Typical Mobile Ad-hoc Network Scenario

1.2.2 Internet of Things (IoT)
Different technologies imposition for automation of any area 
or sector, has enabled organization to improve accessing of 
data for making there complete functioning more reliable as 
per end cistomor need. And this automation and data accesing 
improvement can be achived with the help of IoT or IIoT. So IoT 
is a network of physical object or entities like Sensors, Actuators 

which creates   intelligently a pool of electronics, software and 
networking for collecting and exchange of data, in computer 
science field its known as IoT grid or IoT smart grid [18,21].

As figure 1.5 (a)(b)(c) and (d) shows the complete footprint from 
macro level to micro level that how

Figure 1.5 (a) IoT implemetion in different field and sectors and connected to  others  (b)View of IoT imposing in a particular 
organization  (c) Major components for implementing IoT (d) Layers Architecture view  of IoT network
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IoT imposes from every field to layered architecture of 
networking. Layered architecture in computer science is very 
common to identify and view the complex and inter connected 
functions in isolated way and then mount them layered form 
in such a way that how they communicate and interact to each 
other, to make it simple and easy to design in network or software 
perspective [22, 26,27].
 
In figure 1.6 we fall into typical computer networking concept 

i.e. IoT layers Protocols [28]. In computer network analysts 
initially prepare different layers as per functioning of them, then 
for each layer they define and derive some set of rules according 
to which every layers operates their specific task. In future if 
there is new technology or paradigm has been introduced there 
then again layers will be defined (as sub layer or merger) and 
accordingly protocols have been redeveloped. Here in IoT there 
are five major layer and each layer one or more protocols to 
define and follow their functionalities.

Figure 1.6: IoT Protocols in Layered Architecture 

2.  Logically Design Issues of Layers in Smart Campus Network
As we have already mention above that smart campus has numerous physical and digital entities and segments [29]. So  here a lot 
of data i.e. big data has to be interfaced between different technologies,  for that we have created a smart campus layerd architecture 
to deal with different technologies and interfaces in figure 2.1 [30,35].

Figure 2.1: Smart Campus Conceptual Layered Model with Different Technologies and Functions
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Here we can see that there are many technologies, devices and functionalities are complexly mixed with each other. Even there 
is a very clearly shown that  network layer is the main interface between directly data accessing equipment (awareness layer) and 
providing services (Cloud computing layer) [36]. So here we concentrate that how different node based smart campus collets the 
data on the basis of different optimized algorithms to generate smart repot and output.

2.1 Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm For Optimization in Campus Network
In computer science field under operational research we study and analyze many real life situations to find out an algorithm to 
implement it in our organizational optimization strategies intelligently that is known as Swarm Intelligence  (S.I.) [37,38]. In S.I. we 
develop algorithms by study natural inspires activities i.e. Bird, Ant, Fish or Honey Bee, which shows the interaction ,co-operation 
and synchronization between living organism and natural resources for best and optimal throughput as shown in figure 2.2 with their 
categories(a) (b) [39].     

Figure 2.2: (a) Implementation of Swarm Intelligence Methods in Organization System with their Optimization Logic (b) Some 
Swarm Intelligence Based Algorithms Categories

According to these living species and their intelligence there are 
many algorithems has been addressed [40].

a) Ant Colony Based Algorithm
Applications Like transporting heavy goods with small units by 
shortest and multiple paths between its source to destination. 
With the help of stigmergy phenomena analysts developed Ant 
Colony Optimization Algorithm (ACOA) [41].

b) Honey Bee Based Algorithm
Here we observe the system in different clusters and then utilize 
them by dividing our available agents accordingly. At the same 
time we find more sources with those fixed  and limited agents 
for maximum and optimum utilizations of them. With the help 
of wiggling technique analysts developed Artificial bee colony 
based Algorithm (ABC) [42].  

c) Firefly and Glow Warm Based Algorithm
Applications where equality or inequality criteria based 
problems arise can be solved with the help of firefly based 
algorithms. Here analysts develop algorithms for multi model 
functions for a system to find out batter efficiency, like FAMA 
(Firefly Algorithm- Based  Mimetic Algorithm) is applicable for 
electrical load furcating [43]. 

d) Lion Based Algorithm
The Lion Based algorithem are suitable on those places where 
non linear system and bilinear system identification process is 
required. So counter modeling type applications can be solved 
with the help of Lion Based Algorithm [44,45]. 

e) Wolf Based Algorithm
The wolf based algorithms used where we have to find  fault, 
error or multi-layer perception  estimation solution, based on 
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meta heuristic optimal solution searching and solving. The Grey 
Wolf Optimization Algorithm (GWOA) approach highly used 
in defense activities and operations, where initially categorized 
their agents in rank on the basis of different parameters then 
assign their responsibility to do any operation accordingly, and 
step by step they reach to optimum solutions [46,47].

f) Bat Based Algorithm
Here Eco based location prediction mechanism implements to 
solve the single and multi-objective domain from a fixed and 
limited set of solutions space. Multi objective Bat Algorithm 
(MOBA and Directed Artificial Bat Algorithm are some well-
known approaches under this [48].

g) Monkey Based Algorithm
This algorithm is effective for solving multi veriant system 
problem with steps to find globally optimum solution for that. 
Initially solve the nearest highest problem, then lookup to 
next relative high problem from this point and then find best 
solution for that. Iteratively follow this until we reached to top 
of the overall problem. Asynchronous Climb Monkey Algorithm 
(ACMA) is used for placing sensor for monitoring in campus or 
building [49].

2.2 The Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm (ABC)
As previous section mention that in bee colony based algorithm 
do many iteration at same time initialize , search with in space, 
find optimize solution, new space search, abandoned  old spaces 
etc. for maximum utilization of the whole system with given 
agents [50]. This way the Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) Algorithm 
always categorize its all the system’s resources in small group or 
clusters and all the working candidates or entities into different 
categories to use those cluster optimally [51]. 

In typical ABC model the bee’s colony or hive (H) situated in 
one place and still all the time. Now it has to find out ‘m’ number 
(m: 1≤ m < N) of food or nectar (F1,2,….m) sources which is 
situated different distances to hive (FD1,2,3….m), every source had 
different quantity or amount (FA,1,2,3….m) and different  quality 
(FQ1,2,3….m) of it. To solve this problem there are three categories 
of bee in their colony, i.e.  Employed bees (BE), onlooker bees 

(Bo)and  scout bees(BS):

a) EMPLOYED BEE are those which goes to particular food 
source ‘m’ take the food and all information about that particular 
food source fm{D,A,Q} at that particular time tm, back to the hive 
and dance or woggle for sharing this information to onlooker 
bees [52] .It has been consider that for one food source there is 
only one employed bee at a time so here that employed bee for 
food source m is BEm .

b) ONLOOKER BEE in this scenario are those who always 
places in hive and continuously access the employed bees dances 
as information and decide the next what those employed bee will 
do for optimum utilization of food and all food sources. Here 
may be onlooker bees can be one or more than one. Numbers of 
onlooker bees decides how less the system has complexity, as 
we increases  the onlooker bees  the complexity of system will 
reduces exponetialy from previous one [53] . 

                   O(H)=  S* elog2BO   

 Here O(H)  = Possible No. of optimal solution selected
 H = problem for hive
 S = Total number of solutions for problem H
 Bo = Number of onlooker bees for problem H 
(Bo:1≤ Bo<N and Bo≤ BE) 

c) SCOUT BEE is not a collection of other type bees (BS) these 
are employer bees  BEm whose food source has been abounded 
due to some parametric region  fm{D,A,Q} after some specific 
time Δt and start to search finding new food source [54].

                Δt, fm{D,A,Q}
                                       BEm                 >  BS

 And this process will continue until all the food sources (F1,2,…
.m)  nearby hive will not be maximally utilized. And as we know 
that nectar generation in nature is continuous and time by time 
changeable phenomenon. So in nature this process always go 
and on and on.  
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Figure 2.3: (a) ABC Algorithm's simple steps and iterations, (b)ABC algorithm’s flow chart (c) ABC algorithm’s simple pseudo 
code  representation for programmers’ view.

Figure 2.3 (a),(b)and(c) has been shown systematically that how 
we start observing the natural eco system, then theoretically 
conceptualize it which can be true for all the situations and 
conditions, and finally we prepare a logical sequences and 
iterations in any language i.e. pseudo, machine, higher which 
can understand any digital device or unit and collect the raw 
data , process according to system’s need and produce optimal 
result of report.

3. Smart Campus With Help of Manet and ABC Algorithm
So now we are almost clear about the smart campus model as 
well as MANET and its implementation through ABC algorithm. 

Here we will co-relate and design a model where we, all the 
active candidates in smart network categorized as employer, 
onlooker or scout agents as per there functionalities. They collect 
the raw data, process it as per campus needs to generate optimal 
performance of the campus.

3.1 Assigning the Agents in Smart Campus
Here we have to observe Figure 1.2 and 1.3 parallel to make our 
campus SMART as figure 3.1. Firstly we consider the students 
as our main resources (Snode) with in the campus (CAMP) 
which we have to access and find best output as provide them 
cutting edge educational 
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S.
N 

Agents 
/Role in 
ABC 

Attributes/ 
Parameters 

Discription 

1 FRnode 
 
(Other 
hives) 

CAMPrpt Forginer or out side nodes 
which collaborate with 
campus “A” for effective 
running in Hub and spoke 
manner. 

2 CAMP  
 
(The 
Hive) 

CAMPa Campus “A” Has all the 
records, reports for all 
agents and resources 
present with in the 
campus. 

3 MGtrt 
 
(Onlook
er bee) 

CAMPrpt,CA
MPa,PRf ,HRf, 
STabc and 
more. 

The main decision 
makingagent within the 
campus and out side for 
campus. 

4 Zst 
(Many 
Food 
sources 
near 
hives) 

A1,A2,A3…An 
and 
D1,D2,D3….D
m 

Cluster of students on the 
basisi of institut’s 
functionalities.  

5 Fstnode  
(Employ
ed bee) 

Fstrpt, STabc, 
and more 

Campus has many 
students clusters which 
grouped and managed by 
this.  

6 Snode 
(Individ
ual food 
source 
with 
different 
characte
ristics  ) 

ACts,ATst,ECs
t,EXst,CRst,RP
Cst 

Collection of students 
with individual input 
attributes 

Table 3.1 List of agents, attributes and there description for  
SMART campus. 

 
and institutional facilities, these students have a lot of parameters 
{ACts,ATst,ECst,EXst,CRst,RPCst}. So Students will be grouped or 
make clusters (Zst) either by themselves or by campus management 
(MGtrt) for academic activities, institute’s systematic functioning or 
disciplines based parameters {A1,A2,A3…An and D1,D2,D3….Dm}. 
This clusters managed or processed locally by a faculty or academician 
(Fstnode), which consists those participating all students same 
parameters, faculty parameters {Fstrpt, Stabc}and accordingly these 
parameters managed and processed by that particular faculty. Then 
complete campus (CAMP) is also has a lot of parameters {CAMPa, , 
PRf ,HRf } which managed and processed by management (MGtrt) for 
the campus and outside candidates (OT) who communicate and interact 
with campus time to time. 
 

 Table3.1 shows and mentioned that those clusters of 
students are like Food or resource in ABC algorithm. The faculty node 
who are associated one cluster at a time are like employed bees, they 
collect the information and data from that students group and forwarded 
to management who acts like onlooker bee for the entire campus 
system. Time to time onlooker management agents analyzes and makes 
decisions for particular, a group or for all students for achieving 
campus’s optimal goal.   
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3.2 Application of Smart Campus Using ABC Algorithm and 
Sensors
So far we have seen that any institutional campus how can be 
transformed into smart campus considering and converting  all 
the participating members of it into wireless and smart  sensor 
nodes this is also known as WSN (Wireless Sensor Network) [55]. 
An institutional area has many parameter and many dependency 
paradigm in complete educational system of any country, They 
have always a change of improvement and enhancement of 

infrastructure, students, academics, human resource management 
and finance. So this isa best example to make strategies for 
smarting it. For that we have to prepare the concept of WSN 
and then identify that which entities should be assign as sensors 
with how many functionalities. Then which place these will be 
deployed and how they interact to each other’s, this is the most 
challenging the most challenging task for network manager and 
analysts. This process and strategies considered to deployment 
of sensor is call sensor node deployment model (SNDM) [56].
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A lot of research work is undergoing for SNDM, because after 
identifying wireless sensor nodes it is much important that how they are 
placed within the system for optimization. Then how they will 
implements ABC algorithm to achieve their targets is also depend on 
SNDM, because only here we define and design the the roles, 
responsibilities and functionalities of sensors, for system automation. 
Then the campus will always smart as well as ready to adapt new 
changes, addition and up gradation in future. 
 
Projected Global IoT Enabled Sensor Market in 2022 
S.N Major Types Of Sensors Broadly % share in IoT  

1 Pressure Sensor 35 
2 Temperature Sensor 25 
3 Light Sensor 17 
4 Chemical Sensor 10 
5 Notion Sensor 10 
6 Other Sensor 03 

Table 3.2 A Snap shot of Major types of IoT sensor and there 
share in Worldwide on  year 2022 [57]. 

 
Table 3.2 Shows that how connected sensors and transducers are used 
in different areas of world wide. Today most of connected sensors are in 

industrial fields like pressure, temperature, light or chemical etc. But in 
coming future there are others sensors like Desk sensor, touch, voice 
heartbeat and data sensor will be more important sensors which will be 
part of our life for making smart society or campus, which is only 3% at 
this time (as per table 3.2 ). Again if we further closely observe the 
growth rate of IoT connected sensors worldwide globally, then its 
continuously growing more than 15% in this decade as per Table 3.3 
and Figure 3.3. The growth chart clearly shows that number of 
connected sensors will increases rapidly, so its obvious that daily life 
sensors participation will grow exponentially.    
 

Projected Global IoT Enabled Sensor Growth in one decade 
(2015-2015) 

Financial Year Broadly % Growth in IoT  
2015-2016 15.0 
2016-2017 15.1 
2017-2018 13.7 
2018-2019 13.8 
2019-2020 15.3 
2020-2021 16.6 
2021-2022 19.0 
2022-2023 20.0 
2023-2024 21.6 
2024-2024 21.5 
Table 3.3 Growth of IoT sensors from 2015-2025 in percentages 
  

This whole scenario is not only applicable for institutional 
campuses but also for villages, municipal, cities and enterprises who 
want to be complete smart in the era of industry4.0.  
 

 
Figure 3.3 Graph to represent IoT sensor connected devices 

growth in this decade (2015-2025) Year-wise 
 

4.  FUTURE RESECH DIRECTIONS 

 Here we have mentioned a lot of topics and research works, 
on which either a lot of work is going on or in future its must be 
explored , like Geofencing, Industry 4.0, MANET protocols, IIoT, 
SNDM, Swarm intelligence etc. Due to limitation of work all can’t be 
explained here but these are very interesting and futuristic topics to 
study. We cants say that those topics come under only engineering, 
computers or management. Due to multidisciplinary approach we 
should try to read and work on every topic for society, environment and 
for living species. Specifically for this work in future there should be 
high level computer programming language ,either python, omnetcpp or 
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Figure 3.2: No of Connected Devices In IoT World Wide

A lot of research work is undergoing for SNDM, because after 
identifying wireless sensor nodes it is much important that how 
they are placed within the system for optimization. Then how 
they will implement ABC algorithm to achieve their targets is 
also depend on SNDM, because only here we define and design 

the roles, responsibilities and functionalities of sensors, for 
system automation. Then the campus will always smart as well 
as ready to adapt new changes, addition and up gradation in 
future.

Table 3.2: A Snap Shot of Major Types of IoT Sensor and there Share in Worldwide on  year 2022 [57].

Table 3.3 Growth of IoT Sensors from 2015-2025 in percentages

This whole scenario is not only applicable for institutional campuses but also for villages, municipal, cities and enterprises who want 
to be complete smart in the era of industry4.0. 

Table 3.2 Shows that how connected sensors and transducers are 
used in different areas of world wide. Today most of connected 
sensors are in industrial fields like pressure, temperature, light 
or chemical etc. But in coming future there are others sensors 
like Desk sensor, touch, voice heartbeat and data sensor will be 
more important sensors which will be part of our life for making 
smart society or campus, which is only 3% at this time (as per 

table 3.2 ). Again if we further closely observe the growth rate of 
IoT connected sensors worldwide globally, then its continuously 
growing more than 15% in this decade as per Table 3.3 and 
Figure 3.3. The growth chart clearly shows that number of 
connected sensors will increases rapidly, so it’s obvious that 
daily life sensors participation will grow exponentially.   
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4.  Future Resch Directions
Here we have mentioned a lot of topics and research works, on 
which either a lot of work is going on or in future its must be 
explored , like Geofencing, Industry 4.0, MANET protocols, 
IIoT, SNDM, Swarm intelligence etc. Due to limitation of 
work all can’t be explained here but these are very interesting 
and futuristic topics to study. We cants say that those topics 
come under only engineering, computers or management. Due 
to multidisciplinary approach we should try to read and work 
on every topic for society, environment and for living species. 
Specifically for this work in future there should be high level 
computer programming language ,either python, omnetcpp or 
NS3 by which we can simulate the whole smart campus model 
and take some strategic parametric output [58][62]. After this 
make a simulation environment where we can see  graphic and 
by animation that how this model implements, in parallel the 
parameters and agents can be assigned, changed and manipulate 
as per our systems’ requirements[63].

Next level of this work also concentrated over collecting many 
those strategic parametric outputs, for designing sensor node 
deployment model (SNDM). And then also design and prepare 
simulation environment for that SNDM for that particular 
system.

5. Conclusions
The study presents the detailed implementation of ABC 
algorithm to make an educational campus smart. Before this we 
have to clarify and understand the working system, culture and 
complexity of that system. Then we try to understand what ad 
hoc network is, wireless ad-hoc network their technologies in a 
very concise way and there feature also. We mentioned then IoT, 
its technologies, features and trends.  After that in brief we have 
explain the honey bee’s natural way of working, that how they 
collects the food, hoe select the best quality nectar, hoe searches 
the flowers and how they manage their work force smartly. 

Then we explain and convert this theory of honey bee’s life in 
a systematic approach, through which we have find the honey 
bee algorithm. All this has been developed previously in very 
detailed way, but here we try to implement and transform this 

concept for institutional camp to make smart. Also collect 
different research field’s work in one place and place them in a 
systematic approach is also aim od this study.   What must be do 
in future has been mention but this collective work also explore 
many more non- mentioned topics and fields for sure, and this is 
the main objective or vision  of this work. And the main outcome 
to me during this study that nature has all the answer, only what 
we need to do is patently observe, monitor, and learn from it, and 
we can do any impossible task just like that.
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